Professor D. C. Jackson

Apparently there are not exceeding 500 people interested in the chemical engineering profession. The number of those interested in this profession, and the percentage of these interested in specific areas, are the subjects of study for Dr. Little. The study indicates that a significant number of people are interested in the field of chemical engineering, and that the percentage of interest in specific areas is quite varied.

Dr. Little has consistently taken an active interest in the chemical engineering profession. He is a member of the American Chemical Society and the Institute of Chemical Engineers. He has also served on committees of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers and the American Chemical Society. His work has been recognized by the prestigious Gold Medal from the Institution of Chemical Engineers.

As a chemical engineer, Dr. Little has made significant contributions to the field. He has published numerous papers and presented numerous talks at chemical engineering conferences. His work has been widely cited by other chemical engineers.

In his lecture, Dr. Little will discuss the current state of the chemical engineering profession and the future prospects for the field. He will also address the importance of chemical engineering in solving some of the world's most pressing problems. The lecture is open to all students and faculty members of Clark University.

The lecture will be held in the Walker Memorial Library at 8:00 PM on Thursday, May 11th. The event is free and open to the public. For more information, please contact the Chemical Engineering Department at 508-793-2233.
New Suits for Young Men

—in a remarkable selection of new imported chausset and the finest domestic worsteds.

—New gray—blue—tan—browns.

—New gray—plaid—herringbone—stripes.

—New and different models, designed and tailored in our Boston workrooms.

—New suits for the modern young man—ready to wear—

—ready to give lasting satisfaction.

Suits, $45 to $55
Topcoats, $45 and $50

Scotty Company
336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

New Worlds for Old

LIKE Galileo, every pioneer seeks new worlds. In the telephone industry this has led to discoveries of ways and means to better service.

Telephone pioneers of yesterday heaved a way through intricacies of science, finance and business management to establish the era of “distance speech.” Telephone pioneers of our own day imagined a “cross-ocean service”—and then made it.

Telephone pioneers of tomorrow will face the challenge of new and greater problems sure to arise.

BELL SYSTEM

“Our Pioneering Work Has Just Begun”
THIRD VARSITY CREW IS ORGANIZED AND PUT ON THE RIVER

TECHNIS MEETING, SCHEDULED MONDAY

Varsity and Freshman Candidates Expected to Be Present

All candidates for the varsity and freshman crew will report to the crew room in the afternoon at five in Room 426 for the purpose of organizing the teams for the season. Arrangements will be made for a practice regatta of some sort to be held at America's Cup Island and other locations near Boston. It will be expected that all candidates will report for practice at five. Two launches will be used and the freshmen will use the oars in the racing boat. The results are expected to be excellent. Sixty candidates are expected to try out.

EIGHT SHELLS ON WATER FOR FIRST TIME THIS SEASON

Possibilities of Several More Shells Limited Only by Lack of Conscripts

WORK THREE LAUNCHES

C. H. Topping '28, Stars and Stripes, and L. R. Williams, Hawk's Nest, described the immediate objectives of the Edgeworth Club in their recent meeting. No. 7 Special is a collection of shoes that varied in self of the superiority of Edgeworth.

EDGEBURTH, LARUS, RICHMOND, CLEARY. RICHMOND, of eligible men including Captains in the real of the Coop. The varsity will practice on the courts of the Oakley Country Club in Belmont, Mass. A meeting will be held in Room 308 and will start with a series of cheers led by Rowena B. Dunlop. Rowena B. Dunlop, Rockwell, Captain of Whippet, Manager Art Hallow and Coaches Halesford and Meek will dress the gathering.

ATHLETISM—OR GOD

STANLEY HIGH will discuss

What Difference Does Religion Make?

MT. VERNON CHURCH, BOSTON

Mans. Ave., at Beacon St.

SUNDAY, MARCH 25, 7:30 P. M.

A luncheon of Combined Student Religious Groups of Greater Boston

GOOD YEAR WINGFOOT

WhyNot?

NO PLACES AND NO THINGS

The one of our new

U.DRYVIT

BOSTON, CHICAGO, CLEVELAND, Binghamton or Newark

U.DRYVIT AUTO RENTAL CO., Inc.

195 Washington St., floor 3

Good Year Wingfoot. Why not a new pair today?
February 1923 FRATERNITY RATINGS FOR LAST TERM AND STANDING SINCE 1923

These ratings were run erroneously in the last issue of THE TECH, the headings of the columns having been interchanged. The correct ratings are as follows:

1923 TO DATE
1. Phi Beta Delta
2. Tau Delta Phi
3. Phi Delta
4. Sigma Alpha Mu
5. Phi Gamma Delta
6. Sigma Nu
7. Sigma Chi
8. Tau Epsilon Phi
9. Theta Chi
10. Lambda Chi Alpha
11. Delta Phi
12. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
13. Kappa Sigma
14. Delta Kappa Epsilon
15. Phi Kappa Sigma
16. Delta Upsilon
17. Alpha Tau Omega
18. Phi Chi
19. Phi Beta Epsilon
20. Beta Theta Phi
21. Phi Sigma Kappa
22. Theta Delta Chi
23. Mu Delta
24. Delta Tau Delta
25. Theta Xi
26. Phi Kappa Sigma

LAST TERM
1. Phi Beta Delta
2. Sigma Nu
3. Tau Epsilon Phi
4. Sigma Chi
5. Theta Chi
6. Psi Delta
7. Chi Phi
8. Phi Beta Epsilon
9. Phi Gamma Delta
10. Delta Phi
11. Alpha Tau Omega
12. Sigma Alpha Mu
13. Kappa Sigma
14. Delta Upsilon
15. Theta Xi
16. Phi Sigma Kappa
17. Mu Delta
18. Beta Theta Phi
19. Delta Kappa Epsilon
20. Phi Kappa Sigma
21. Delta Tau Delta
22. Theta Delta Chi
23. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
24. Lambda Chi Alpha
25. Phi Kappa Sigma
26. Tau Delta Phi

STY I LE

We would be pleased to show you the new materials for Spring, and at prices that are sure to interest you.

$50 to $65
Burke & Co., Inc. Tailors
5 Dunster St., Harvard Sq.
Cambridge

SIMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES

Insulated with rubber paper or tinned brass

SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE CO.

Manufacturers

2011 Washington St., Boston

CHINA

THE SUN NEVER SETS ON CHESTERFIELD'S POPULARITY!

Popular in all four corners of the earth!

CHESTERFIELD'S good taste has won the good will of the world. There is hardly a country in either hemisphere where Chesterfield will not be found a leading seller among American cigarettes.

SOUTH AMERICA

NEW ZEALAND